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https://.olmc.ca
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/
OttawaLapsmithMineralClub

A hot July/August sapped a lot of interest in field trips. Now that the cooler fall
weather has arrived. I hope to post several before the snow flies. If anyone would
like to lead a field trip to a place where the club has permission to visit, please
contact me.
Our long time Treasurer Rita Hudec will be stepping down next April. This is a
critical position which we need to fill. If anyone would like to volunteer their time
as Corporate Treasurer Rita is willing to train. No experience necessary!
There is growing interest in a new workshop. After the show we will survey the
membership to see what kind of interest there will be in a fall 2022 restart.
We suspended our club online auctions until after the show. I am planning for a
Christmas auction in late November.
If you wish to volunteer at our show, please contact showchair@olmc.ca or you
can contact me.
The Sudbury show had record attendance in mid July. That bodes well for our
show.
Kerry Day
OLMC President
NORWOOD ROCK SWAP IN SEPTEMBER
SHOW TIMES: Saturday, September 3 and Sunday, September 4, 10:00
am to 4:00 pm
LOCATION: The Coliseum, Norwood Fairgrounds, 56 Alma Street,
Norwood, Ontario.
DIRECTIONS: From the traffic lights on Highway 7 in Norwood, travel
one block south on County Road 45, then three blocks east on Alma Street,
then turn left onto the Fairgrounds.
All members are invited to submit articles, proposals, and thoughts that
could be included in the newsletters. Also, feel free to send your
Classified ads by e-mail to: news@olmc.ca
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MIG ONLINE Meeting

Donations and Sales

Date: September 19 at 7:00 pm.
Guest speaker: TBD
Topic: TBD
OLMC members can join the Mineral Interest
Group and receive invites to the meetings.
Contact John Montgomery
montgomeryjr50@gmail.com

The club has a GoFundMe page, if anyone
wants to donate to on-going storage costs and
for the future workshop rent. We very much
appreciate donations.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-theottawa-lapsmith-and-mineral-club

Call for Volunteers!
Please consider helping out the club
by volunteering for some aspect of
the show. Having enough or, even
better, a surplus of volunteers allows
the show committee to hold
demonstrations, support the vendors
and academic partners, and provide a
safe and welcoming environment for
shoppers and hobbyists alike. Contact
showchair@olmc.ca. Just two hours
of your time is all we ask.
The volunteer chart is updated when there is new information.
http://olmc.ca/gs2022-volunteers.html
Especially, the Admissions tables need 22 people over the weekend. There is also a need for
ushers.

In Memorium
Karl Schutt 1942-2022
Karl passed away on August 12. He was a
long-time member of the club, often visiting the
workshop to chat and show the latest thing he
was working on.
Karl spent a lot of time helping the club set up
and organize the silversmithing space in the
workshop as it moved to new locations. For
many years, he very generously offered his time
and vast knowledge and experience to teach
jewellery-making techniques, stone carving,
faceting, and gem identification to other club
members.
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Ultimate Pocket
Change
In May, the Royal
Canadian Mint
revealed four special
pink diamond coins
that they titled “The
Opulence Collection”.
The main item was a one kilogram coin called "The
Ultimate", designed by Derek Wicks, made of pure platinum,
and covered with 462 super rare Argyle Pink Diamonds, totalling
6.5 carats. The other coins named Treasure (400 copies), Grandeur (30 copies), and Splendour
(5 copies) were designed by Simon Ng.
https://www.mint.ca/en/blog/2022-05-redefining-rare-with-our-new-opulence-collection-introducing-pinkdiamond-coins

1000-Year-Old Cave
Carvings Are
Largest in U.S.
A cave in the northern Alabama is
home to native wall carvings made a
millennia ago. Some of them
measure up to 2 meters long.
They depict various figures
wearing garments such as
headdresses and carrying a rattle or
weapon. Another carving features a
curled snake that may represent a
diamond rattlesnake.
Anthropomorph in regalia (1.81m tall) from 19th Unnamed Cave,
The carvings got covered by
Alabama. Photograph (left) and researcher sketch (right).
naturally
flowing mud. Researchers
Photograph: Courtesy of Cambridge University Press; photograph
discovered them after using
by Stephen Alvarez and illustration by Jan F Simek
photographic photogrammetry to
create photographic models of the cave’s ceiling. The technique combines digital photographs
with 3D computerized models of a particular space.
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/may/05/largest-us-cave-figures-alabama-carvings

Bowl with Human Feet ca. 3700–3450 B.C.
Predynastic, Late Naqada l–Naqada II
Made from Nile clay, the bowl has a smoothed, slipped, and
polished surface, giving it a light sheen. The bowl standing on feet
looks like the Egyptian hieroglyph meaning "to bring."
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/547212
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NASA's released satellite images of the eruption of the undersea
volcano known as Kavachi in the Solomon Islands.
The image was taken on May 14 by the Operational Land Imager 2
on the Landsat 9 satellite. It shows a plume of discolored water
originating from the volcano. The volcano erupts almost
continuously, and steam and ash are often seen.
Kavachi was dubbed "Sharkano" after a 2015 expedition found that
the crater is home to two species of shark, suggesting that large
marine animals are able to tolerate hot and acidic water.
https://www.cnn.com/2022/05/24/world/undersea-volcano-sharks-nasascn/index.html

Complex of Standing Stones Found in Spain
A megalithic complex of 526 well-preserved standing stones has been discovered in
Huelva, Spain. The stones were discovered near the Guadiana River and Spain's border with
Portugal.
The land had been
earmarked for a 600hectare avocado
plantation, but regional
authorities had requested a
survey in light of the site's
possible archaeological
significance.
At the site, researchers
from Huelva University
found a large number of
various types of
megaliths, including
standing stones, dolmens,
mounds, coffin-like stone
boxes called cists and
various enclosures.
Elements of the La Torre-La Janera megalithic site, Huelva, Spain;
Standing stones are the
https://www.artnews.com
most common, and they
measure between one and three metres high.
Many of the stones are buried deep in the earth.
Most of the menhirs are grouped into 26 alignments. There are two cromlechs located on
hilltops with a clear view to the east for viewing the sunrise during the summer and winter
solstices and the spring and autumn equinoxes.
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/prehistoric-complex-la-torre-la-janera-found-in-spain-1234636980/
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Presented by Csilla Ekes during the Silversmiths meeting 2021-09-07
There is a huge variety of metals and metal alloys available to today’s jewellers. The
silversmith group discussed the available products and their experiences working with them.

Brief List of Base Metals and Alloys
•
•

•

•

Base Metals & Noble Metals

copper: common, sold in wire, plates and
Canadian pennies made before 1994.
Base metals are often used by
brass: an alloy of copper and zinc, and it comes
beginners because they are
in different colours -- reddish, yellowish, silverinexpensive and easy to use. Base
metals include copper, lead,
coloured, brassy.
nickel, tin, aluminum, zinc.
bronze: alloy of copper and tin, and like bronze,
it comes in several colours - jeweller's bronze,
Noble metals are metals that do
white bronze, casting bronze, and more.
not change their properties over
Jewellery stores often carry jeweller's bronze
time when submerged in water or
electroplated with a noble metal.
buried in earth. They include
nickle-silver: alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc. It
gold, silver, platinum, palladium.
may be sold as german silver, nickle-brass, new
silver, and other names. Don't be fooled; it contains no silver!

Silver and Silver Alloys
The easiest way to get silver is buying silver bars (31.1 grams = 1 ounce). Stock prices are
updated every 15 minutes, so the price from a dealer can fluctuate during the day. Another
source is silver coins from the Canadian mint, but there is an added cost for the minting
process. They are called pure silver, but they are not "laboratory" pure, usually containing
0.1% of impurities. Any processing of silver into wire, sheets or findings adds to the cost.
Fine silver on its own is quite soft. Jump rings
made of this material will bend out of shape very
easily. It is useful in making bezel settings to bend the
metal over the stone, but it has a different colour from
sterling silver.

Metal Prices
Metal is a global commodity.
The prices can be affected by
politics, wars, even wedding
seasons in India and China can
affect the market.

Sterling silver is 92.5% silver. The other 7.5%
could be anything. Typically, the alloy is made with
pure copper pellets or pieces of copper wire. It could
also be platinum, palladium or gold – and priced
accordingly. Alloy recipes may be protected as trade secrets by the manufacturers, so it is
difficult to find out what exactly is that other 7.5%.
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When you look at old metal jewellery pieces in North America, often they are stamped with
the English standard "925". Other countries use different standards: 935, 950, 830, 916, 800.
These alloys all have different properties with some benefits depending on the application.
Unicorp used to sell an alloy for milling, and
a different alloy for casting. Most jewellers do
work by casting, so they need an alloy that
melts nicely, that fills the cavities, that does not
have bubbles, does not crack, etc. Jewellers
who hand-work the metal need the milling
alloy for forging, rolling, scratching,
compacting, and so on. The two alloys have
the appropriate properties for their specific
purposes. They are not interchangeable, and
should not be mixed.

Making Your Own Silver Alloys
Sometimes customers bring in raw silver or
raw gold which was just mined out of the hills.
That is very hard to work with because they
must be refined and are full of impurities. It
won't be easy.

Recycling Old Silver
Silverware does not contain solder, so
the melted down material can make
very good wire and sheet. Do not melt
down perfectly good silverware. Do it
if you have a mismatched spoon or
fork.
Old silver coins are often 50% silver.
You can melt them down and still use
them, but you should not stamp them
with "925".
Everyone can see the market price of
silver, so no-one wants to part with old
silverware less than the scrap price,
which is usually 90-95% of the bullion
price of pure silver.

If you are making your own sterling silver
or any alloy, you must melt the material with
highest melting point first. So, melt the silver
first, then add in the copper. If you melt the copper first, then add silver, the silver will never
melt properly. There will always be lumps.
Silver can be melted down only a few times before it starts to get brittle. The metal has
absorbed oxygen from the air, which makes it harder to melt. The common fix is to add some
new pure silver to the mix. So, if a casting house is doing a silver cast, they have certain rules
like they can only use 50% of silver from an old melt and the rest must be new.

Argentium

Contact Dermatitis

Argentium is an alloy made with pure silver
Nickel is banned in Europe for
and an unspecified amount of germanium.
jewellery because some people are
This gives argentium the quality of being
sensitive to it. Human sweat in contact
highly tarnish resistant (also, fire stain
with the metal will create a salt that can
resistance, improved durability, and a higher
be irritating.
melting point). It cannot be used as a
substitute for sterling. For settings made of
argentium, it is recommended to heat up the
metal in an oven before setting stones, but it frequently dulls the metal, so you must re-polish
it. Hot argentium can crack when doused in water. Is it worth the effort? That is up to you.

Gold
Like silver, gold bars come in 31.1 gram bars of pure 24 karats. It is a bit pricey. It is a lot
easier to work with than silver, but like silver, it is too soft for wearable jewellery. It is
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alloyed to make 18k, 14k or 10k gold, which means the other 6k, 10k or 14k is made up of
other metals.
Gold can be mixed with all sorts of other metals, and they all have different properties.
Alloys are often named after the colour change caused by the other metal. Names include
yellow gold (silver+copper), rose gold (copper), green gold (silver), white gold (nickel+zinc or
any white metal), and many others.

~~~ Ngorongoro Conservation Area ~~~
The Ngorongoro Conservation Area is a UNESCO World Heritage Site located in Ngorongoro
District in northern Tanzania. The area is named after the main feature, Ngorongoro Crater, the
world's largest inactive, intact and unfilled volcanic caldera. This area also contains Olduvai Gorge,
one of the most important paleoanthropological locales in the world. The area is surrounded by other
national geologic and wildlife parks, including Serengeti National Park.

View of the Ngorongoro Crater, courtesy of Wikimedia

There are eight extinct shield volcanoes known as the Pliocene Ngorongoro volcanic group. Five
volcanoes are dome-shaped cones, and the other three have calderas
The Ngorongoro Volcano crater formed when the volcano exploded and collapsed two to three
million years ago. The rock is mostly basaltic trachyandesite. In the centre of the caldera is Lake
Magadi, a shallow alkaline lake, fed by the Munge and Oljor Nyuki Rivers. The nearby Ngoitokitok
hot springs feed into the Goringop swamp. Other volcanoes include Olmoti, Empakaai, Loolmalasin,
Sadiman, Lemagrut, and Oldeani.
The northwest part of the conservation area includes the Gol Mountains inselbergs that contain
quartzite and mica schist. These isolated hills and ridges are part of the long Mozambique Belt that
formed between tectonic plates.
https://www.ncaa.go.tz/tourisminfo
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Carletonite

Contact:

KNa4Ca4Si8O18(CO3)4(OH,F) · H2O
President
Kerry Day
pres@olmc.ca

Carletonite is a phyllosilicate and a
member of the apophyllite group with 44.5 Mohs hardness and 2.45 specific
gravity. The apophyllite group tends to
flake apart when heated, due to water loss.

Vice-President
Matthew Poirier
vicepres@olmc.ca

It forms in tetragonal crystals that can be
colourless, light or dark blue, or pink. It
has a conchoidal fracture and perfect
cleavage.

Secretary
Bob Boisvert
sec@olmc.ca

Carletonite was discovered in 1969 by
G.Y Chao and named for Carleton
Image of carletonite, courtesy of Wikimedia
University, the school he attended. The
only known occurrence is at Mont Saint-Hilaire, Quebec.

Treasurer
Rita Hudec
treasurer@olmc.ca

OLMC Meeting Schedule
September 2022

Workshop Chair
Jean-Guy Bradette
workshop@olmc.ca

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
1

2

Friday
3

Saturday

Membership Chair
Nathalie Bourget
memberchair@olmc.ca

4

5

7

8

9

10

Show Chair
Stéphane Jetté
showchair@olmc.ca

6
Silversmith
video call
19:00

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
Gem Show

18
Gem Show

19

20
Silversmith
video call
19:00

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Newsletter Editor
Eric Clara
news@olmc.ca

Auction Team
auctions@olmc.ca
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OLMC Classified Ads

Pargem Designs
Your source for hand-crafted wire-wrapped
gemstone jewelry made with 925 Sterling
Silver & 14kt Gold Filled Wire, and of quality
Over 100 different hand-cut
natural gemstone cabochons to
choose from!

38 years of lapidary experience
Visit my Etsy web page
etsy.com/ca/shop/PargemDesigns
Contact me directly at:
pargem.designs@gmail.com
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OLMC Membership Application
☐New Membership

☐Membership Renewal

☐Individual $20
☐Family (2+ persons in the same residence) $30
Benefits:
☒Monthly Newsletter
☐Newsletter advertisement: $25 per year for members or $55 for businesses
(Ten quarter pages per year over ten newsletters).
☒Silversmith online meeting 2/month
☒Mineral Interest Group online monthly meeting
☒OLMC online auctions
☒OLMC field trips
More information can be found at http://www.olmc.ca
You can also go on our Facebook page: OttawaLapsmithandmineralclub

Names(s):

_____________________________________________________________

Address:

_____________________________________________________________

City:

________________________

Postal Code: ________________________

Province:_________________________
Telephone: _________________________

Please specify your e-mail address to receive OLMC’s newsletter:
_____________________________________________________
Do you require a receipt? ☐
Yes
Payments are payable by cash, cheque to Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club, or
E Transfer at treasurer@olmc.ca
Please mail your membership form and fees to:
Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club
P. O. Box 59028 Alta Vista, Ottawa, On K1G
5T7
Please note that all membership information is used only for administrative purposes.

Administration use only
Card provided: ☐Yes ☐No

Supervisor signed: ☐Yes ☐No
Date: __________________
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